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lnvestment in financial assets differs from investment in physical assets in some
important aspects. Briefly explain those aspects.

lnvestment environment can be defined as the existing investnien- r"J::l;'fl
market available for investor and the places tor transbctions with these investment
vehicles. Briefly state the different types of investment vehicles available for
investors in the current market.

(05 Marks)
Financial markets are designed to aliow i:orporaticns ancl governments to raise
new funds and to allow investors to execute their buying and selling orders.
Financial markets could be classified on the bases of some characteristics. State
the different classification of financial markets based on such characteristics.

(05 Marks)

The investment management process describes how an investor should go

about making decisions. lt can be disclosed by five-step procedure. Briefly
explain those procedures.

(05 Marks)

(Total 20 Marks)



02. (l) The possible returns with associated probabilities of two securities' P and 0

fl
given below:

Probabilities
PossiUe Returns (%)

Security P Security Q

0.3 12 07

0.4 14 22

0.3 11 08

(t l)

Required:

Calculate the coefficie

optimal securitY for inr

Securities A, B and C

nt of variation of returns for both securities, and ide

'estment based on the result.

(05

: have the following characteristics:

Possible Return (%)
Probabilities

Security A Security ts Security C

a.25 -10 22 04

0.20 12 16 ?07

0.30 42 -14 a7

o.25 -10 10 06

Required:

Calculate the following :

(a)TheCo-VariancebetweenreturnsoftheSecurities.

(b) The Correlation Coefficients between returns of the Securities

(c) The Expected Rate of Return and the standard deviation of the

the portfolios of the securities combined as follow'

I Portfolio combination i

-

lPnal%lr'l=-l
lPecly'll"lr--m-i t

t pou. l-- 1/3 
----jl 

l

(d) Find the oPtimal Portfolio

(Total

2



using following figures for the measurement of Expected Return and

, for three portfolio investments, explain how an investor choose

the Risk

among
portfolios as explained by the Markowitz portfolio theory.

Portfolio E(Rp) (%) 6p (%l

Px 15 18

Pv 15 22
Pz 12 18

(05 Marks)

rom the following information, find out the minimum risk portfolio:

) = 160/o E(Re) = 20o/o ol = 10o/o ot= 15o/o COrrc = - 0.7

(05 Marks)
securities, M and N, have the following informatiory;

ng in N better than investing in M?

invest 40o/o in N and 60% in M, what will be the expected rate of return
portfolio standard deviation?

is the market portfolio's expected rate of return and how much is the risk-

the beta of portfolio if M's weight is 60% and N is 40%?

3

(05 Marks)



(ilr)

1il

An lnvestor owns a portfolio of four securities. The characteristics of the securil

and their amounts invested in the portfolio are presented below.

Security Beta Amount invested (Rs.000) Expected Return (%)

A 2.50 3,750 20.57

B 1.50 4,375 16.00

c 1.00 1,875 12.50

D -1.00 2,500 16.75

Required:

(a) What is the expected rate of return of this portfolio?

lV

!

t
.

t
i

04. (!) Measuri

risk. Exp

(il)

(b) How much is the market risk of the portfolio as measured by the beta?

(c) What would be your recommendation for the investor if he/she w

reduce the risk in the Portfolio?
' s (o5l

; ' (Total 2o l

/leasuring Risk in CAPM is based on the identification of two key components

sk. Explain those components. How are they measured?

(05

State the interpretation of beta coefficients given below: C

Beta lnterpretation

T

2.0 Erannpte: nist of security is twice higher than market risk

1.0

0.5

0

-0.5

-1.0

-2.0

(05

4



The key point behind APT is the rational statement that the market return is

determined by a number of different factors. State four examples of possible

macroeconomic factors which could be included in the APT model. Write the

equation for the APT model with those factors.

(05 Marks)

The key term in the concept of the market efficiency is the information available for

investors trading in the market. Briefly explain the three forms of market efficiency

under efficient market hypothesis.

(05 Marks)

(Total 20 Marks)

The decision for investment in bond can be made on the bases of two alternative

approaches: (1) using the cornparison of yieldto-maturity and appropriate yieldto-

maturity or (2) using the comparison of eurrent market price and intrinsic value of the

bond. State the decision rules for investing in bonds using thoge dpproaches.

(05 Marks)

An investor is considering investing in a bond currently selling in the market for

Rs.875. The bond has four years to maturity, a face value of Rs.1000 and a coupon

rate of 70/o. The next annual interest palr-rent is due one year from today. The

appropriate discount rate for the securities of similar risk is10%.

Required:

a) Estimate the intrinsic value of the bond. Based on the result of this estimation,

should the investor purchase the bond? Explain.

b) Estimate the yieldto-maturity of the bond. Based on the result of this estimation,

should the investor purchase the bond? Explain.

(05 Marks)
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(lll) Anatysts and

approach and

the attractive

approaches.

investors use two arternative approaches (,,Top-down,, foreci
"Bottom-up" forecasting approach) for fundamentar anarysis to id

potential investments in shares. Exprain the difference betweenl

(05 rll

(lv) Two investors engaged in analyzing investments on equity shares of a comoanv
company paid dividends of Rs.5 per share rast year. The first investor;;;rt
the company's dividend shail grow at s% constanfly in future. Th" ,".;;;-)
expects the company may pay a dividend of Rs.5.b0 at the end of the current 

iand Rs'6'05 in the following year' After which he expects the dividend will growi
rate of 5% for the indefinite period' The required rate of return for both inveslr I
14%.

Required: 
(

a) what is the intrinsic value of the share of the company.a.iorJing to the foreo
the first investor?

b) what is ihe intrinsic varue of the share of the company according to the st)
investor's forecast? 

e

c) lf the shares of the company currently are selling in the market for Rs.50 oerswhat wourd be the respective decisruns of the investors, oaseo on t
forecasting? is this share an attractive investment? Exprain.

(-

(05|t{r

(Total 20 tr4i

3)

b
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